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sense of solidarity and a unity of purpose.   True worship
has therapeutic value.
The roots of true religion are laid in childhood but
frequently fail to come to fruition in later years. The fol-
lowing thoughtfully written philosophy of an outstanding
high-school girl expresses well a common adolescent attitude
toward religion.
My whole philosophy of life can be summed up in one word —
humor. To me there is always a funny side of everything that hap-
pens. Even though I enjoy funny things, I like to talk about serious
things such as evolution, politics, and hobbies.
I go to church regularly. Religion is an essential part of every-
one's life but the services fail to impress me and through the week
I forget about religion entirely. The chief reason I go to church
is that my parents want me to go. I believe in life after death
chiefly because that belief was taught to me as a child and I have
never had the initiative to doubt it. I am almost afraid to think
about that question for fear I will come to a negative conclusion and
I really want to believe in such an after-life.
A sound philosophy of life grows out of knowledge. Frank
admirably describes the contribution of historical and scien-
tific facts to the development of an adolescent's point of
view:
The need of youth and of adults is for coherent, interrelated ideas,
conceptions, and meanings drawn from and solidly supported by
scientific research, but presented so that they arc meaningful and
congruent* Without a firm conviction of the nature of the universe
and man's place therein, human personality can find only a pre-
carious foothold for the life career. . . . These altered views of man's
place in the world must be accomplished by a revision, drawn from
our growing scientific findings, of man's relation to his society and to
other individuals, especially in the family, to provide a coherent
basis for his conduct,38
VOCATIONAL   MATURITY
As the student goes through high school, he becomes more
and more concerned with choosing, preparing for, entering,
and succeeding in an occupation. The-following quotation
sa Lawrence K. Frank, 'The Task of General Education/' The Social
Frontier, III (March, 1937), 173.

